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The destruction of a Russian air base by robotic U.S. warplanes has reawakenedthe bear --

and America must pay a terrible price. In retaliation, Russia's leader launches the most

devastating military sneak attack since Pearl Harbor, decimating America's strategic air forces.

Now an embattled U.S. president must choose between two horrific scenarios: a cease-fire on

the enemy's terms ... or respond with every weapon in the nation's arsenal, possibly triggering

global thermonuclear war.Disgraced and demoted to a desk job, aerial warfare expert Brigadier

General Patrick McLanahan saw the nightmare coming -- and only he can stop the relentless

Russian war machine. But the fight for the future must take place in the blazing skies, a

battlefield off-limits to the discredited former commander of Air Battle Force ... unless

McLanahan takes matters into his own hands.

From Publishers WeeklyLongtime series hero Maj. Gen. Patrick McLanahan takes to the air

again in this rousing-as-usual techno-military thriller by veteran Brown. Always the loose

cannon, the general has been demoted and reassigned after sending his unmanned robo-

planes against a Russian missile battery without permission. As narrated in Brown's last book,

Air Battle Force, the Taliban military, chased out of Afghanistan by American troops, has

invaded Turkmenistan. The Russian Federation, reacting to the invasion and overthrow of the

Russian-backed government, sends an occupying force. The Americans are part of the U.N.

peacekeeping mission when the Security Council issues orders for all parties to halt military

activity. The first third of the book relates the backstory and ramps up readers on all the new

military hardware. Each weapons system is minutely described, and the characteristics of its

employment lovingly detailed. But this minutiae fades into the background as Brown kicks on

the after-burners when the nefarious president of the Russian Federation, Gen. Anatoliy

Gryzlov, plans a long-range bomber attack on the U.S. mainland. The disgraced but unbowed

McLanahan must convince the government and the armed services to follow his ingenious and

daring plan to halt the Russian assault. The resulting battles, both in the air and on the ground,

are riveting, as they are in all of Brown's books, proving once again that he is the grand master

of his genre. Readers who are new to the series would be advised to dive in several novels

back (The Tin Man; Battle Born; Warrior Class), while those who are already up to speed can

look forward to another pulse-pounding, fact-filled read.Copyright © Reed Business

Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.From BooklistBrown, the author of a string of

technothrillers, returns with another in the Patrick McLanahan series. The novel follows on the

heels of last year's Air Battle Force, which established that McLanahan, the aerial warfare

expert, is now commanding a unit of commandoes who employ robotic attack planes to carry

out top-secret missions. Now McLanahan is trying to defend the U.S. from attack while

redeeming himself in the eyes of his military superiors (who recently demoted him for bending

the rules). It's typical Brown, with plenty of technological bafflegab, rough-and-tough dialogue,

and tough-as-nails characters. By this point, McLanahan has been through it all: he's been

caught up in a power struggle in the Middle East, put his neck on the line in Korea, risked it all

in the Persian Gulf, and hunted down a KGB mole. And yet, probably because he believes so

passionately in what he's writing about, Brown somehow manages to keep this series from

becoming, well . . . ludicrous. For fans of over-the-top, gut-wrenching thrillers, this one's a



winner. David PittCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review"The novels of Dale Brown brim

with violent action, detailed descriptions of sophisticated weaponry and political intrigue...His

ability to bring technical weaponry to life is amazing." --This text refers to the audioCD

edition.About the AuthorFormer U.S. Air Force captain Dale Brown is the superstar author of 26

best-selling action-adventure “techno-thriller” novels: FLIGHT OF THE OLD DOG (1987),

SILVER TOWER (1988), DAY OF THE CHEETAH (1989), HAMMERHEADS (1990), SKY

MASTERS (1991), NIGHT OF THE HAWK (1992), CHAINS OF COMMAND (1993),

STORMING HEAVEN (1994), SHADOWS OF STEEL (1996), FATAL TERRAIN (1997), THE

TIN MAN (1998), BATTLE BORN, (1999), WARRIOR CLASS (2001), WINGS OF FIRE (2002),

AIR BATTLE FORCE (2003), PLAN OF ATTACK (2004), ACT OF WAR (2005), EDGE OF

BATTLE (2006), STRIKE FORCE (2007), SHADOW COMMAND (2008), ROGUE FORCES

(2009), EXECUTIVE INTENT (2010), A TIME FOR PATRIOTS (2011), TIGER’S CLAW (2012),

STARFIRE (2014), and IRON WOLF (2015). He is also the co-author of the best-selling

DREAMLAND techno-thriller series and writer and the PUPPET MASTER series, and is a

technical consultant of the Act of War PC real-time strategy game published by Atari

Interactive, and the Megafortress PC flight simulator by Three-Sixty Pacific. Dale’s novels are

published in 11 languages and distributed to over 70 countries. Worldwide sales of his novels,

audiobooks, e-books, and computer games exceed 15 million copies.--This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.From AudioFileDale Brown, a former pilot and now

master of the techno-terrorism thriller, presents a new and frightening scenario. After a sneak

attack on America that devastates all its strategic air forces, the nation has the choice to

engage in a retaliatory global thermonuclear war or totally surrender on Russia's terms. William

Dufris, a master at narration, skillfully makes this unthinkable threat plausible by creating

unique voices for the gleefully energized 19-year-old reconnaissance technician; the

determined Major McLanahan, stripped of his rank because of brilliant but unauthorized

military action; and the relentlessly vengeful Russian President Gryzlov. Dufris's somber

sincerity makes both the plot and the staggering array of advanced weaponry chillingly

believable. K.A.T. © AudioFile 2005, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine --

This text refers to the audioCD edition.Read more
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PLAN OF ATTACKDALE BROWNE-Book ExtraDale Brown: The NovelsAir Battle Force;

Wings of Fire; Warrior Class; Battle Born; The Tin Man; Fatal Terrain; Shadows of Steel; Sky

Masters; Day of the Cheetah; Flight of the Old Dog; Night of the Hawk; Storming Heaven;

Chains of Fire of Command; Hammerheads; Silver TowerWith Jim DeFelice: Dale Brown’s

Dreamland; Date Brown’s Dreamland: Nerve Center; Date Brown’s Dreamland: Razor’s

EdgeVisit Dale Brown online at Megafortress.com˜Air Battle Force (2003)On America’s newest

combat base, U.S. Air Force aerial warfare expert Major General Patrick McLanahan and his

crew of daring engineers are devising the air combat unit of the future. Known as Air Battle

Force, it can launch concentrated, stealthy, precision-guided firepower to any spot on the globe

within hours. And soon McLanahan and his warriors will have their first target.Chased out of

Afghanistan, Taliban fighters are planning to invade the neighboring oil-rich Republic of

Turkmenistan, an isolated and incredibly wealthy Central Asian state. As unsteady alliances

form and forces collide, the impending battle for control of the world’s largest oil deposits

threatens to tear apart the tenuous peace created by America’s victories in Afghanistan.Now

it’s up to McLanahan and a handful of American commandos half a world away, aided by an

untested and unproven force of robotic warplanes, to win a war in which everyone—even

“friendly” Wings of Fire at home—wants them to fail.“[An] absorbing technothriller…Brown fans

will declare this a page-turning delight.”—Publishers Weekly“Dale Brown is the best military

adventure writer in the country.”—Clive Cussler˜Wings of Fire (2002)Ostracized by the

government, the Air Force, and even by his own family, Patrick McLanahan has reached rock

bottom. Or so he thought. While testing cutting-edge weapons in the skies over Libya, he and

his private team are drawn into a power struggle between North Africa’s rulers.In the face of

tragic loss, unexpected defeat, and ultimate betrayal, the ex-USAF general must quickly decide

where his loyalties lie. For it may be too late to stop the destruction rolling across the Sahara.

And this could be McLanahan’s final battle.“Brown has the technothriller down cold.”—USA

Today˜Warrior Class (2001)The world is falling apart, and there are plenty of people willing to

take advantage of the fact. One of them is Parvel Kazakov, a Russian oilman with close ties to

organized crime and an audacious idea: build a huge pipeline through the Balkans, get the

Russian army to back him, and everybody gets rich.Though NATO will object, the new

American president’s emphatic policy of isolationism will guarantee no effective opposition.

Russia will dominate Europe. Kazakov will dominate the oil supply.But he hasn’t reckoned with

Patrick McLanahan. The young Air Force general leads a combat mission deep into Russia—

until he is put in check by the president himself.As Kazakov and Russia continue their

unrelenting drive towards European hegemony, McLanahan and his team find themselves

faced with a dire choice. Which is the greater threat: the dangerous empire in front of them—or

the dangerous president at home? Which ever way they choose, there is no turning

back…“Dale Brown is a master at mixing technology and action. He puts readers right into the

middle of the inferno.”—Larry Bond˜Battle Born (1999)Patrick McLanahan has been sent to a

B-1B Lancer unit in Nevada to train a new tactical strike unit. He has his pick of the most

aggressive personalities in the flying game, yet he knows it may take years to pull his bunch of

mavericks together to fight as a team.But the training days are abruptly over when the fragile

peace in Asia is shattered. What was supposed to be a joint U.S.-Japan-South Korea mock

bombing raid turns lethal as South Korean fighter-bombers abandon the script and attack key

North Korean centers in support of a massive people’s revolt against the Communist regime.

To the world’s surprise, the raids are a complete success. The North Korean military



surrenders, the borders are thrown wide open, and the United Republic of Korea is born.But

with its thousands of captured warheads, United Korea is also the world’s newest nuclear

power, and it is ready to defy the U.S. and even attack China to preserve its sovereignty. Thus

begins a violent conflict that threatens to embroil all of Asia. Enter McLanahan’s raw but

audacious team, sent into the fray both to protect United Korea and to stop it…“When a former

pilot turns his hand to thrillers you can take their authenticity for granted. His writing is

exceptional and the dialogue, plots, and characters are first-class…far too good to be

missed.”—Sunday Mirror˜The Tin Man (1998)Patrick McLanahan returns from conflicts abroad

to find an undeclared war exploding on the streets of America.Now retired, McLanahan works

for a company developing cutting-edge strategic devices for the armed forces. But when his

rookie-cop brother is shot by terrorists, he transforms himself into a high-tech weapon of

war.Protected by a new carbon-filament bodysuit that can instantly harden into stronger-than-

steel armor, and armed with almost superhuman powers he can barely control, McLanahan

embarks on a personal mission of revenge that will send his life spiraling towards

disaster.“Brown…[brings] life to his characters with a few deft strokes.”—Publishers

Weekly˜Fatal Terrain (1997)Dale Brown’s spectacular international bestseller—packed with

high-action entertainment, cutting-edge technology and breathtaking scenes of aerial combat—

looks forward to a near future where Taiwan’s declaration of independence from mainland

China brings a very real threat of major conflict to the Pacific.As China prepares its military

response, the U.S. president attempts to avert an international crisis by calling on his own tried

and trusted secret strike force. But soon it becomes horribly apparent that with China and the

U.S. moving ever closer to a nuclear showdown, it could be a mission too far for Patrick

McLanahan, Brad Elliott, Jon Masters and their high-tech EB-52 Megafortress—the “Old Dog”

Wings of Fire.“Like the thrillers of Tom Clancy, Stephen Coonts, and Larry Bond, the novels of

Dale Brown brim with action, sophisticated weaponry, and political intrigue…”—San Francisco

Chronicle˜Shadows of Steel (1996)The world is a dangerous place. Hardly a revelation, but for

the new U.S. president, nothing drives the fact home more forcefully than the sight of a newly

nuclear Iran throwing its weight around the Persian Gulf—while the U.S. stands by uneasily, its

military weakened by years of budget cuts and unpopular, inconclusive actions as the world’s

de facto police force.But there is one weapon he can use: the newest secret cell of the CIA,

codenamed Future Flight. Take a group with speed, skill, and audacity, put a B-2 Spirit stealth

bomber in its hands, then send it out to find Iran’s key military, industrial, and command

centers, and destroy them: quickly, quietly, secretly, untraceably—the ultimate stealth

attack.Under the command of Patrick McLanahan, the team begins its mission brilliantly—and

then all hell breaks loose, as Iran and its allies take their war of intimidation further than

anyone dared imagine.“Dale Brown is a superb storyteller.”—W.E.B. Griffin˜Sky Masters

(1991)U.S. forces have pulled out of the Philippines. The navy of the People’s Republic of

China has laid claim to a long-contested island group and destroyed a Philippine oil platform.

Tensions escalate and a volatile skirmish leads to the unthinkable. China launches a tactical

nuclear weapon.The detonation sends tremors through the Pentagon and into the innermost

reaches of the White House. President Lloyd Taylor is forced to respond, but how? React too

rashly and a global war could ensue. Take it too mildly and further strikes against U.S. allies

might be encouraged. But China—and a scheming Filipino politician—force the president’s

hand.As for Lieutenant Patrick McLanahan, it is a bitter-sweet chance to fly a new high-tech B2

bomber. The harrowing counter-attack accelerates to an unforgettable and explosive

conclusion.“Sky Masters is a knockout!”—Clive Cussler“Graphic aerial combat scenes…

another for-sure bestseller.”—New York Daily News“Hair-raising, non-stop action…an exciting



war story.”—Publishers Weekly˜Day of the Cheetah (1989)Once perfected, the aircraft

nicknamed “DreamStar” will be America’s new air-superiority fighter and the world’s deadliest

combat-ready weapon. It will supplant the advanced “Cheetah,” a heavily modified two-seater

F-15E.But, unknown to the Cheetah’s pilot, Lieutenant Colonel Pat McLanahan—former

navigator of the B-52 “Old Dog”—a KGB mole has infiltrated the DreamStar project. When the

mole hijacks the superplane, it is up to McLanahan to get the fighter back—despite the

overwhelming odds stacked against him.“Quite a ride…the flying sequences are terrific.

Authentic and gripping…[Dale Brown] knows everything about advanced fighter aircraft.”—The

New York Times Book Review“Brown’s action scenes are vivid…a strong contender in the

technothriller sweepstakes.”—Publishers Weekly˜Flight of the Old Dog (1987)The unthinkable

has happened: the Soviet Union has beaten the West in the technology wars. The U.S.S.R. has

developed a killer laser with the capacity to neutralize America’s nuclear arsenal.In a desperate

countermeasure, the U.S. activates the one bomber in its fleet capable of taking out the laser

installation before it is too late: “Old Dog Zero One,” a battle-scarred veteran B-52, stripped of

its antiquated hardware and rearmed with the latest state-of-theart weaponry.The bomber and

its crew will have to challenge wave upon wave of surface-to-air missiles and swarms of deadly

MiG fighters.Flight of the Old Dog put a new name on the technothriller map: Dale

Brown.“Flight of the Old Dog is a gripping thriller about the world of high-tech military aviation

that few are privileged to enter. Dale Brown kept me glued to the chair, turning the pages as

the aerial battle rose to a shattering climax; a terrific flying yarn.”—Stephen Coonts“Superbly

crafted adventure…remarkable skill…Exciting!”—The Washington Post“Far too good to be

missed.”—Sunday Mirror“A sizzling thriller that becomes more and more tense as it progresses

—great stuff!”—Liverpool Daily Post˜Night of the Hawk (1992)In Dale Brown’s classic bestseller

Flight of the Old Dog, millions of readers were gripped by the adventures of the crew of a high-

tech B-52 bomber, the “Old Dog.” At the end of that terrifying mission, one of its members, Lt.

David Luger, was left for dead on a frozen Siberian airfield. What became of him? A U.S.

rescue team, including “Old Dog” crewmembers, is determined to find out.Meanwhile, in a

secret research facility in Lithuania, the Soviets have developed their first stealth bomber, the

“Tuman”—is David Luger somehow connected?Then, with the collapse of the Soviet Union, the

officer in charge of Tuman refuses to scrap his prize project—and has his eyes set on the

reoccupation of Lithuania.The “Old Dog” team is trapped inside the Tuman research compound

as the crisis threatens to explode into full-scale war. While the president weighs his options, the

“Old Dog” vets must devise a few plans of their own…“This blockbuster demonstrates the

exciting possibilities open to the technothriller in a post-Soviet world…a dramatic high-tech

adventure.”—Publishers Weekly˜Storming Heaven (1994)The U.S. is under siege. With chilling

ruthlessness terrorist Henri Cazaux has demonstrated the vulnerability of the country’s air

defenses by using large commercial aircraft to drop bombs on major airports. When he hits

San Francisco Airport the destruction of life and property is enormous, and a national panic

ensues.Only one man can end the chaos: Rear Admiral Ian Hardcastle. Charged by the

president with reestablishing security in the skies, Hardcastle must take drastic action to

control the emergency—and quickly. But then Cazaux sets his sights on the biggest target of

all: the nation’s capital.“Aviation ace Dale Brown has firmly established his high-tech

credentials in seven bestselling aviation thrillers—his new, edge-of-the-cockpit novel should

rocket him out to the Van Allen belt.”—New York Daily News“Cazaux is a fascinating monster;

Storming Heaven will be an explosive success.”—Booklist˜Chains of Command (1993)Radar

navigator Daren Mace has been to the gates of hell and back. In Operation Desert Storm he

rightfully aborted a secret mission, only to be ostracized by the flying community as a result.



Now Mace has a new role—in the Air Force Reserves at a New York air base, where he meets

Rebecca Furness, the first U.S. woman combat pilot. Known as the “Iron Maiden,” Furness is

unlike any other aviator Mace has ever known: she’s of course tough and an ace flier—but

she’s also beautiful.When, halfway around the world, a border skirmish involving Russia,

Ukraine, and Moldova leads to the deployment of low-yield nuclear devices, the new U.S.

president faces his biggest challenge yet. He puts the country on full wartime readiness footing

for the first time since 1991 and sends an air combat force to Ukraine, just as the Russian

president is making his own power plays.Suddenly Mace, Furness, and the rest of their unit are

hurtled into a dispute that goes beyond Ukrainian borders—a crisis that could lead to the

horrors of all-out nuclear conflict.“The action is, as you expect from Brown, great.”—Kirkus

Reviews˜Hammerheads (1990)For the U.S. government it’s a losing battle. Drug smugglers no

longer shy from confrontation—they relish it: blowing Coast Guard jets out of the sky and

sinking Coast Guard cutters with powerful bazookas.While the drug lords have become a

coordinated force of devastating ruthlessness, the U.S. anti-drug agents are a squabbling

shambles. A radical solution is needed. And Rear Admiral Ian Hardcastle has just that to offer.

He will lead an elite and fearless unit (known affectionately in the business as Hammerheads)

armed with the latest equipment and deadliest weaponry. Their sole aim is to hit the smugglers.

And hit them hard.“Clancy’s got serious company.”—New York Daily News“A reader’s delight

from first page to last…”—Publishers Weekly˜Silver Tower (1988)The Silver Tower is America’s

first permanent space station. Its primary function is to conduct experiments on space-based

lasers for America’s defense against intercontinental ballistic missiles. But on earth, far below

the Silver Tower, tensions between the Soviet Union and United States are reaching a breaking

point.From Turkey, the U.S. Rapid Deployment Forces mobilizes to stop a Russian invasion of

Iran with bombing raids from F/A 16D fighter-bombers. But the Soviets go on the offensive and

launch intermediate-range nuclear missiles. What follows is a dramatic, all-too-plausible chain

of events leading towards the first nuclear war in space…“Brown knows whereof he writes…a

superb storyteller.”—The Washington Post“Intriguing…tense high-tech dogfights.”—Publishers

Weekly˜Dale Brown’s Dreamland (2001)Dale Brown and Jim DeFeliceHidden in the Nevada

desert is America’s most advanced aerospace-weapons testing facility. Dreamland is the place

where the nation’s top minds come to develop artillery and aircraft that push beyond the cutting

edge. And where the Air Force’s top guns come to test them—on the front lines of a new era in

warfare…The fiasco of a spy’s infiltration has the Pentagon looking for an excuse to close down

Dreamland. To clean up the mess—and save Dreamland from the congressional chopping

block—Lt. Colonel Tecumseh “Dog” Bastian is sent in. He’s just the guy to shake things up…

and he does so when a situation erupts in Somalia.Into a hotter-than-hot war zone, he sends

his own daughter, Captain Breanna Bastian Stockard. She pilots a Megafortress bomber—

equipped with a high-tech, unmanned flight system that could make or break the future of

Dreamland…“He writes about weapons beyond a mere mortal’s imagination.”—Tulsa

World˜Dale Brown’s Dreamland: Nerve Center (2002)Dale Brown and Jim

DeFeliceDreamland’s latest project is Flighthawk—an unmanned aerial-attacking craft. A

radical, high-risk method has been invented to help pilots master the complex remote-flying

skills required to control Flighthawk: the implantation, in the pilot’s skull, of a microchip linked to

the deadly machine.Initially all goes well for the first volunteer, Army Captain Kevin Madrone.

But the psychological stress proves too much—and suddenly Madrone disappears, armed with

and a part of one of the most powerful weapons in the world…“Nobody…does it better than

Brown.”—Kirkus Reviews˜Dale Brown’s Dreamland: Razor’s Edge (2002)Dale Brown and Jim

DeFeliceThe weapon is codenamed “Razor”—the brainchild of the brilliant minds at



Dreamland. It is a mobile chemical laser system with a range of 600 kilometers. It is capable of

downing anything that flies.The destruction of an American aircraft over northern Iraq suggests

the inexplicable and unthinkable: a vengeful foe now possesses this lethal technology. It is fear

that draws a retired warrior back to the battlefield, and sends Dreamland’s best pilots to the

skies to determine what the enemy has and to help take it away from him.But politics threatens

to crush a covert engagement that must be won in the air and on the ground, unleashing a

devastating rain of friendly fire that could ultimately annihilate a nation’s champions…and

perhaps Dreamland itself.“The talk makes Brown’s novels authentic. What makes them riveting

is the rapid pace and headline urgency of his plots.”—San Francisco ChronicleE-Book

Extra“Death of the Dogfight”:An Interview with Dale BrownInterviewer: You began your first

novel, Flight of the Old Dog, while you were still serving in the U.S. Air Force. What did your

colleagues think of this?Dale Brown: I never really told anybody what I was doing. Most of them

thought I was just playing computer games. The others thought I was wasting my time. I

enjoyed proving them wrong!Interviewer: To what degree do you plan your novels before

starting to write?Dale Brown: Probably not as much as I should. When I get an idea, I research

it, and if I get some exciting info or background, I’ll write a short outline for my editor, tweak it a

little, then get busy.Interviewer: Is there such a thing as a typical writing day for you? If so, what

form does it take?Dale Brown: Most days start at nine a.m. and go to four p.m., then restart at

nine p.m. and go to eleven p.m. I usually rewrite in the morning and write new scenes in the

afternoon and evenings. But every day is different. Some days the scenes flow like water—the

next day it’s as dry as a desert. But the important thing is to be in the seat with the computer

on, ready to go.Interviewer:Dreamland is the first novel in a new series you’re co-writing with

Jim DeFelice. Can you give us an idea of how the writing process works?Dale Brown: It should

be bylined “Jim DeFelice with Dale Brown,” by the way. I invented the basic backdrop of the

“Dreamland” series—the time, place, circumstances. I help develop the plot and the characters,

and I review the manuscript. Jim does everything else. He’s an incredibly talented writer and

we work well together.Interviewer: As well as describing the development of the weapons and

their use in combat, Dreamland also details the crucial political background to the military

action. Which part do you prefer writing?Dale Brown: I prefer describing weapons and

technology by far. But the fighting is actually just a tiny fraction of the conflict. The political/

diplomatic stuff is not as exciting sometimes, but it’s every bit as important to the

story.Interviewer:Dreamland’s characters—“Dog” Bastian; his daughter, Bree Stockard; her

husband, “Zen”; Mack “Knife” Smith—all face different challenges and all have different goals in

mind at the beginning of the novel. To what extent are they based on real people?Dale Brown:

We all know characters like these—the hot dogs, the dedicated ones, the smart ones, the

obsessed ones. So all of my characters are based on folks I know. But it’s also true that the

characters take on a life of their own. Jim DeFelice and I talk about the characters as if they’re

real persons: “Bree wouldn’t do that”; “Mack would say this.”Interviewer: The novel depicts

certain rivalries among those on the ground and those who take to the air. It’s the latter group

who get the glory, yes?Dale Brown: No one likes to admit it, because it doesn’t fit in with the

“whole force” politically-correct concept, but the pilot is and will always be king of the U.S. Air

Force. Only seventeen percent of USAF personnel are pilots, but they make up most of the unit

commanders. Even if in ten to fifteen years most USAF combat aircraft will be unmanned, the

pilot will still be king.Interviewer: Life in a secret establishment such as Dreamland—or even on

a “normal” military base—must be hard enough without the staff having relationships. In your

experience, do these relationships lead to difficult situations?Dale Brown: All the time—that’s

why we authors put them in our stories! We are always looking for conflict. It’s another



complication in wartime.Interviewer: Since the end of the Cold War, threats to “our way of life”

are not so neatly geographically placed. Nor, aside from Saddam Hussein and various terrorist

groups, is it clear where we should place our military priorities.Dale Brown: There are plenty of

bad guys out there—but it sometimes takes more background to explain why they are the bad

guys. Fifteen years ago, everyone understood why we were fighting the Soviets. But if you set a

war story in Ukraine or Lithuania or the Philippines, you need to take some time and explain

why we’re fighting there.Interviewer: What effect has the advent of improved technology had on

the art of being a fighter pilot?Dale Brown: It has changed it completely. The “dogfight”—two

pilots, two planes—is all but dead. Life and death takes place in split-second battles that

happen across dozens of miles, usually without either adversary ever seeing the other. Pilots

are more systems operators than fliers nowadays. Sooner than most folks think, our fighters

won’t even have pilots in them!This interview was first published, in a slightly different form, at

www.fireandwater.com, the website of HarperCollins UK.DedicationThis novel is dedicated to

the men and women serving as part of Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi

Freedom, and to their families and loved ones. Thank you all for your service and sacrifice.This

is also dedicated to the peacemakers of all nations who are still wise and bold enough to know

that free nations must still keep their swords sharp, their eyes open, and their resolve strong in

order to be prepared to combat the evil in the world.ContentsE-book Extras: Dale Brown:
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radar, twelve o’clock, fifty miles, no problem, well below detection threshold…oh, wow, a

newcomer, SA-12 surveillance radar, one o’clock, eighty-five miles,” the reconnaissance

technician reported. The guy looked all of nineteen years old and sounded even younger. He

could’ve been commenting on the appearance of aliens in a video game—he was neither

excited nor surprised, just gleefully energized. “SA-12 datalink signals being transmitted…still

not locked on, but he knows we’re out here. He—Wait, radar’s down. He shut it off in a big

hurry.”“Well, well—the Russkies sneaked an SA-12 into the theater,” Major General Patrick

McLanahan remarked. He was well accustomed to the youthful expressions and seemingly laid-

back style of his soldiers, and he tried not to impart his own “red alert” mentality on them. The

forty-seven-year-old two-star Air Force general typed in commands on his computer terminal,

calling up any additional information on this new contact. “Possibly a full SA-12 battery—six

transporter-erector-launchers plus five loader-launchers tied into a surveillance radar vehicle,

sector-scanning radar vehicle, and command post. He’s pretty far outside Ashkhabad—it’s

obviously not intended to protect Russian forces in the capital. It’s a clear violation.”“They’re

moving the heavy guns a little farther east every day,” Air Force Colonel Daren Mace remarked.

The fifty-one-year-old Air Force veteran watched as the large, full-color tactical display updated

itself with the location and identification of the new Russian surface-to-air missile unit. The

SA-12, similar in performance to the American Patriot antiaircraft system, was one of the

Russian Federation’s most advanced surface-to-air missile systems, capable of destroying

large aircraft out as far as sixty miles. “You’d think they didn’t want us out there watching them

or something.” He made a few inputs on his own keyboard. “The task force has been updated

with the new intel, and we’ve sent warnings to all the United Nations participants,” he went on.

“The Russians are threatening past the sixtieth meridian now with the SA-12, sir. If they keep

this up, they’ll have surface-to-air missile coverage over Mary itself in just a few days.”Patrick

nodded. The Republic of Turkmenistan had been cut in half since the Taliban invasion last year,

with the Turkmen government and military virtually exiled to the city of Mary in the east and the

Army of the Russian Federation in control of the capital city of Ashkhabad in the west. The

United Nations Security Council had ordered all parties to stand fast until peacekeeping forces

could be moved into the country to try to sort everything out, and to everyone’s surprise the

resolution passed without a veto from Russia. Now it appeared that the Russians were

violating the order and moving steadily eastward, taking steps to control the skies first and then

slowly taking more and more of the countryside. “I’ll go to Eighth Air Force again and make

sure they know that the Russians haven’t stopped pushing east.”“Think that’ll do any good,



sir?” Daren asked. “We’ve painted a pretty clear picture of the Russians moving east across

Turkmenistan, in violation of the Security Council’s resolution. The SA-12 is a lot more than a

tactical defensive weapon—one battery can shut off two hundred thousand cubic miles of

airspace.”“Our job is to surveille, monitor, analyze, and report—not attack,” Patrick said with a

hint of weariness in his voice as he keyed in commands to submit a report to Eighth Air Force’s

senior duty controller. Eighth Air Force, located in Shreveport, Louisiana, was the Air Force

major command in charge of all of America’s heavy bomber forces. “I’m taking it upon myself to

have the assets in place in case we’re asked to respond. I have a feeling I’m lucky to continue

to be doing that.” Daren Mace said nothing—he knew that the general was definitely

correct.Patrick, Daren, and their technical crew were conducting an aerial surveillance and

reconnaissance mission over central Turkmenistan, a former Soviet Central Asian republic—

but they were safe and secure in the BATMAN, or Battle Management Center, at Battle

Mountain Air Reserve Base in north-central Nevada. The aircraft flying over Turkmenistan was

a QB-1C Vampire III, a highly modified unmanned B-1 bomber loaded with electronic

surveillance and monitoring equipment. Eavesdropping equipment allowed Patrick to intercept

signals from a wide variety of sources, and the bomber’s laser radar, or LADAR, allowed them

to take incredibly detailed images of ground and air targets from long range.Along with

defensive weapons—six AIM-120 Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missiles (AMRAAMs) on

external fuselage hardpoints—the Vampire bomber carried two StealthHawk UCAVs

(Unmanned Combat Air Vehicles) on a special rotary launcher in its center bomb bay.

Resembling wide, fat, winged surfboards, the StealthHawk drones carried small but powerful

precision-guided missiles and cluster munitions to attack hostile ground targets. The

StealthHawks could be retrieved, refueled, and rearmed inside the Vampire, allowing each

drone to attack dozens of targets while the mother ship stayed well out of range of antiaircraft

threats.Patrick punched the radio channel command, entered a password, waited a few

moments until the secure channels synchronized, then spoke, “Fortress, this is Avenger,

secure.”“Avenger, Fortress is secure,” the Eighth Air Force senior controller on duty

responded.“How are you tonight, Taylor?”“Just fine, General,” Air Force Lieutenant Colonel

Taylor Viner replied. Taylor Rose Viner was a young and talented aerospace engineer and

command pilot that Patrick had tried for years to recruit to Dreamland, the top-secret weapon

center in Nevada, but the mother of twin boys had opted for a halfway normal family life as one

of the shift commanders in charge of Eighth Air Force’s command center. “Go ahead,

sir.”“We’ve detected a new SAM site in central Turkmenistan, an SA-12 less than forty miles

outside the city of Mary,” Patrick said. “It’s not a threat to task-force aircraft right now, but that’s

only because we’re stealthier than the average bear. If we put up any standard reconnaissance

aircraft, they’d be dead meat.”“The Security Council resolution prohibits Russian forces from

approaching closer than fifty kilometers from Mary—that’s thirty miles,” Viner said. “He’s

legal.”“But an SA-12 is a threat to large aircraft out to forty miles, and that means over the city

of Mary,” Patrick said.“I understand, sir,” Viner said. “I’m not arguing, only playing devil’s

advocate.” She was also gently reminding Patrick of the first likely question the Eighth Air Force

commanders would ask if she woke them up with this information. “What do you want to do,

sir?”“I’m requesting permission to launch a StealthHawk UCAV over the city in an effort to

ascertain the Russians’ intent.”“UCAV? You’ve got UCAVs on board the task-force aircraft, sir?”

Taylor asked with surprise. She paused for a moment as she typed on her own computer

terminal, then added, “Sir, there’s nothing on the frag order about UCAVs. Are they armed, sir?”

Patrick hesitated—and that’s all Viner needed to know. “General, my recommendation to you

would be to launch another aircraft immediately that is armed exactly per the frag order to



replace the one you have on station.”“The frag order doesn’t prohibit us from carrying UCAVs,

and it does permit us to carry defensive weapons.”“Yes, sir,” Viner replied, in a tone of voice

that clearly said, The bosses aren’t going to like that argument one bit. “Shall I upchannel your

observations and request, sir, or would you like to continue monitoring the situation?”Taylor

was making one last attempt to dissuade Patrick from taking any action, and Patrick decided

she was right. “We’ll continue monitoring the situation, Colonel,” Patrick said. “You can put in

your report that we have StealthHawk UCAVs on board the Bobcat patrol aircraft and that we

are ready to respond immediately if necessary. Please mark the SA-12 battery-contact report

‘urgent’ and let them know we’re standing by.”“Yes, sir,” Viner responded. “Anything else to

report, sir?”“No, Taylor. Ops normal otherwise. We’re standing by to respond.”“Roger that, sir.

Fortress clear.”“Avenger standing by.” Patrick sat back in his seat and studied the displays in

front of him. “Well, Daren,” he said to Mace beside him, “I sure hope I didn’t piss off the brass—

any more than I already have.”“If you’ll pardon an unsolicited observation, sir, I think they’re

probably going to be perpetually pissed at you, whether or not you launched the Vampires with

UCAVs,” Daren observed. Patrick nodded in agreement. He was right: This whole mission was

a no-win situation from day one, and Patrick was the center of the shit storm.The United

Nations Security Council resolution ordered aerial observation of Turkmenistan only. President

Thomas Thorn, in a surprise move, pledged support, and the council accepted. The secretary

of defense ordered U.S. Central Command, the major command in charge of military

operations in Central Asia, to set up round-the-clock reconnaissance; Central Command in turn

tapped the U.S. Air Force to perform the reconnaissance task.At first the Air Force tasked

Twelfth Air Force, the Air Combat Command headquarters that owned long-range

reconnaissance aircraft, to plan a reconnaissance schedule. Twelfth Air Force built a plan to

deploy its conventional reconnaissance aircraft—the unmanned RQ-4A Global Hawk, the U-2

“Dragon Lady” spy plane, the RC-135 RIVET JOINT electronic reconnaissance plane, and the

E-8 Joint STARS (Surveillance and Targeting Radar System) ground-reconnaissance aircraft.

With a combination of these aircraft over Turkmenistan, augmented with satellite

reconnaissance, they’d have a complete, 24/7 real-time picture of the situation there.But the

111th Bomb Wing’s aircraft, already deployed to Diego Garcia during the initial conflict in

Turkmenistan, offered so much more than just simple surveillance. An unmanned QAL-52

Dragon airborne-laser aircraft could protect as much as 20 million cubic miles of airspace from

ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, aircraft, and even some ground targets; the unmanned

QB-1C and QB-52 “flying battleships” each provided as much offensive and defensive

firepower as a flight of tactical fighters. At Patrick McLanahan’s urging, Central Command

vetoed Twelfth Air Force’s plans and ordered Eighth Air Force, in charge of the Air Force’s long-

range bombers, to deploy McLanahan’s Air Battle Force to patrol Turkmenistan. The high-tech

bombers of the 111th Bomb Wing had acquitted themselves well in the opening conflict with

the Russians, and this was seen as a reward for their efforts; besides, they were already in

place and knew the tactical situation thoroughly.This decision managed to upset both Eighth

and Twelfth Air Force commanders, although they had no choice but to accept it. Eighth Air

Force had its own fleet of strike aircraft, of course—160 long-range B-1B, B-52, and B-2

bombers and several hundred aerial-refueling tankers, along with a dazzling array of cruise

missiles and precision-guided munitions. But they were all back in the States or providing long-

range patrol duties with U.S. Navy Surface Action Groups around the world.Although

administratively part of the Air Reserve Forces—most of the men and women in the Wing were

part of the Nevada Air National Guard—the 111th Bomb Wing operationally belonged to Eighth

Air Force. But when it came down to it, no one at Eighth Air Force knew how to deploy or fight



with the high-tech gadgets at Battle Mountain Air Reserve Base. They had no choice but to

place Major General Patrick McLanahan in charge of the operation, reporting directly to Eighth

Air Force headquarters.The decision to let Patrick’s Air Battle Force patrol Turkmenistan

created a much more effective presence there for far less cost than Twelfth Air Force’s planned

operation, but the decision did not sit well with many Air Force general officers. No doubt they

were all waiting for Patrick and his fleet of robot planes to fail.Daren Mace let Patrick stew in

silence for several long moments. Daren was a bit older than Patrick, but his Air Force career

had not been nearly as successful or dynamic—until he met up with the young two-star

general. Now, as operations officer of the 111th Bomb Wing, Daren Mace commanded a

growing fleet of the most high-tech warplanes on the planet, the majority of which were created

by Patrick McLanahan in the supersecret desert research center at Elliott Air Force Base in

Groom Lake, Nevada, commonly known as Dreamland. A few years ago, aerial-warfare expert

Mace had made his living flipping slides and making coffee for generals and administrators in

the Pentagon. Now those same generals and bean-counting bureaucrats were coming to him

asking for answers to America’s tough defense problems.“Want to bring that Vampire home,”

Daren asked, “and replace it with one without StealthHawks aboard?”Patrick looked as if he

didn’t hear Mace. He was staring intently at the large, full-color tactical situation display, with

the new SA-12 battery in the center. Finally he pointed at the screen on the wall before him.

“You see anything wrong with how that SA-12 is deployed, Daren?” he asked.Daren studied the

display. Something had been nagging at him ever since the surface-to-air missile battery had

been detected. The SA-12’s precise position was plotted on the screen, along with a circle

representing the maximum effective range of the two-stage solid-propellant Russian 9M82

antiaircraft missile, a larger but almost direct copy of the American Patriot missile. “Well, I

wouldn’t have put it there myself,” Daren said a few moments later.“Why?”“It’s too far south,”

Daren replied. “If we were going to fly a strike mission against Russian forces coming from

Ashkhabad, we could easily circumnavigate that SA-12.”“Which tells you…?”“That…maybe the

Russians have another SA-12 battery farther north?”“Exactly,” Patrick said. “How many

batteries can a single SA-12 command post control?”“Up to four—almost a hundred missiles

total.”“We might have two or three more batteries sneaking their way east as we speak.” Patrick

pointed at several laser-radar returns well north of the SA-12 battery. “There’s a bunch of

newcomers up there, but we haven’t identified them yet—”“Because they haven’t broadcast

any radar or radio datalink signals,” Daren said. “They could be anything—tanks, SCUDs,

SAMs, camels—but if they didn’t flash a radar or broadcast what we think might be a fire-

control datalink signal, we left it alone until we had time to give it a closer look.”“But the SA-12

could use a hardwired cable datalink, which we couldn’t detect. They could be ready to fire

within seconds,” Patrick said. He pointed at the screen on his console. “I count ten vehicles in

this area and twelve in this general area here. They could be SA-12 batteries, sitting silent. I

wish we had authorization to send some Tin Man recon units into the area.” But that was not

going to happen. Part of Patrick’s Air Battle Force, the Tin Men were small commando teams

outfitted with electronic battle armor, sophisticated sensor systems, and high-tech infantry

weapons. They could move quietly, survive in extremely hostile situations, and reconnoiter

large areas far behind enemy lines very quickly. Naturally, the Russians didn’t want them

anywhere near their troops. They convinced the United Nations Security Council that the Tin

Men were nothing but search-and-destroy squads, not a monitoring team, and so were

forbidden to enter the theater of operations at all.“I think it might be time to take a look,” Daren

said. “Eighth Air Force might squawk if we launch a StealthHawk, but if we move the Vampire

bomber in for a closer look…”“Do it,” Patrick said.Daren smiled and pulled his headset



microphone closer to his lips, issuing orders to the technicians in the “virtual cockpit” behind

him in the Battle Mountain Battle Management Center. The QB-1C Vampire III bomber

normally operated under a preprogrammed flight plan written and uploaded on the ground,

which commanded the bomber to patrol a certain area for a certain amount of time, then return

for refueling or landing. But it took only moments for the technicians in the ground-based

“cockpit” of the big bomber to change the flight plan and radio it to the bomber via secure

satellite transmission.Moments later Patrick and Daren watched as the unmanned Vampire

bomber began moving farther and farther north. It took almost thirty minutes to change the

patrol orbit a hundred miles north. “Laser radar transmitting…LADAR identifies the vehicles as

transports. No SA-12s.”“Get it in closer,” Patrick said. “I want a detailed identification.”“Roger.”

Daren issued more orders, and they watched as the Vampire bomber moved even closer to the

suspect vehicles—now within twenty miles of the unidentified “transports.” “LADAR now

classifying some of the vehicles as transporter-erector-launchers,” Daren reported. “We might

have something here. What next, General? You want one of the StealthHawks to make a pass

now?”“Not quite yet,” Patrick responded. He thought for a moment, then, “Open the bomb

doors.”“That should get their attention,” Daren said. Into his microphone he ordered, “Send to

Bobcat Zero-seven: open center bomb-bay doors. Do not launch UCAVs. Repeat, do not

launch UCAVs.”The QB-1C Vampire III bomber had the radar cross-section smaller than a bird

—until one of its three sets of bomb-bay doors were opened. Once that happened, its radar

size increased a thousandfold. Radar energy bounced and reflected inside the bomb bay,

making the bomber’s apparent size on radar jump exponentially. Seconds after Daren issued

the order, they heard a computer voice in their headsets: “Warning, threat radar, SA-12, eleven

o’clock, twenty-two miles, surveillance scan…warning, datalink active, SA-12, eleven o’clock,

twenty-one miles.”“There it is,” Daren remarked. “You were right, sir—they have another SA-12

system farther north. And it’s a lot closer to Mary. They have full radar and antiaircraft-missile

coverage of the city now.” He hit his intercom button. “Bobcat Zero-seven, close bomb doors,

activate all defensive countermeasures, and get out of there fast.” He knew that the flight-

control techs would simply take manual control of the Vampire and fly it directly away from the

SA-12, while at the same time reprogramming the flight plan for a low-level evasive dash.

“What do you want to do with the SA-12 batteries, General?”“Kill them, Colonel,” Patrick said

simply, punching up the datalink code for Eighth Air Force headquarters again. “It’s an

unidentified hostile threat that is not authorized by United Nations resolution. Destroy it.

Command vehicle first, then the radars, and then the missiles. I’ll notify Eighth Air Force of our

actions.”“Yes, sir,” Daren responded enthusiastically. On the secure command link, he ordered,

“Bobcat Zero-seven, this is Bobcat. Designate the SA-12 contacts as hostiles and attack.

Repeat, designate all SA-12 contacts as hostile and attack. We think they rolled an entire

brigade into the area. If they did, I want them all found, and I want them to die soonest. Order

of target priority: command-post vehicle, missile-control radars, scanning radars, and

launchers.” The Vampire flight technicians acknowledged the order and hurriedly

reprogrammed both the Vampire and its StealthHawks for the attack.The Vampire began a fast

turn to the east and a rapid descent. The tactical display showed the lethal-range ring of the

SA-12 system—as the Vampire descended, the ring was getting smaller, but the bomber was

still well within kill range. The display suddenly showed the Vampire’s rate of descent slowing

dramatically. Daren was about to ask why when he realized that Bobcat Zero-seven had to

almost level off to launch its StealthHawks—the UCAVs could not safely leave the center bomb

bay with the bomber in a steep descent. “First StealthHawk away…”“Hurry, damn it, hurry,”

Patrick breathed.“Warning, SA-12 missile guidance radar, six o’clock, thirty miles,” the



computer blared. “Warning, missile launch…warning, second missile launch!”“Second

StealthHawk away…” Moments later the icon representing Bobcat Zero-seven disappeared.

“Lost contact with Bobcat Zero-seven,” the flight-control tech reported. “Looks like both SA-12

missiles hit dead on.”Daren Mace slammed a fist into a palm and swore loudly. “I don’t want to

see anything but smoking holes in the ground where those SA-12s are!” he shouted.“Take it

easy, Colonel,” Patrick said. On his secure datalink, he spoke, “Fortress, this is Avenger,

secure. Priority-alert notification.”“Go ahead with your priority-alert notification, Avenger,

Fortress is secure.” Patrick could hear the warning tones being sounded in the Eighth Air Force

command center as Taylor Viner hit the ALERT button on her console, which sounded a tone in

the entire room and would page each of the headquarters’ staff officers.“Bobcat Zero-seven

has just been shot down by a Russian SA-12 surface-to-air missile. Request permission to

return fire with ground-attack UCAVs.”“Copy your request, Avenger. Stand by.”“General…?”

Daren asked. The StealthHawks were beginning their attack runs.“Continue,” Patrick said

without hesitation. “Nail ’em.”Each of the StealthHawk UCAVs carried millimeter-wave radar

and infrared sensors that could precisely locate and identify the enemy targets. They received

initial target-area instructions from the Vampire bomber, but, once released, they searched for

targets on their own. A screen on the “big board” showed the decision-making matrix each

StealthHawk employed. It was extraordinary to watch: The BATMAN staff saw the image the

StealthHawk was looking at, saw it compare the image to its stored catalog of vehicles and

come up with several possibilities. A few seconds later, the StealthHawk would take another

“snap-shot” of the target and refine its guess until it came up with only one possibility. Then it

selected a weapon that would be most effective in destroying the target: an AGM-211 mini-

Maverick missile for the armored SA-12 command vehicle, and CBU-87/103 Combined Effects

Munitions mines against the radar arrays and transporter-erector-launchers.Two more SA-12

missiles launched moments after they picked up a sector-scan warning, followed by two more

from a different set of launchers, but it was obvious the radar didn’t have a solid lock-on. “Four

SA-12s in flight…missiles are deviating, the missile-tracking radar has lost contact…back to

surveillance-scan mode only…clean misses.” The radar cross-section of each StealthHawk

was one one-thousandth the size of the already-stealthy Vampire bomber—the Russian radar

had no chance at all of tracking it except at very close range.Both StealthHawks bypassed the

second SA-12 battery and instead rushed the first group of vehicles detected—the one with the

command-post vehicle, the nerve center of the SA-12 system. The Ural-4320 six-by-six was

the smallest vehicle in the group, but that didn’t matter to the UCAVs—both launched a single

mini-Maverick missile at the correct vehicle. Patrick and Daren watched the attack unfold as the

area images from the StealthHawk’s sensors, and then the target images from the mini-Mav’s

imaging infrared sensor, showed the missiles closing in. The mission commander had the

option of designating another target or correcting the aimpoint, but it wasn’t necessary—the

StealthHawks were perfectly accurate. Both missiles plowed dead-center into the command-

post vehicle, transforming it into a cloud of fire in seconds.Like meat-eating bees buzzing

around a picnic table, the StealthHawks continued their work. The first UCAV sent its second

mini-Maverick into the nearby 9S15MV surveillance-radar vehicle, which consisted of a large

tracked vehicle carrying a massive billboardlike long-range radar. The second UCAV rolled in

on another large radar array not far from the command-post vehicle, but Patrick hit his intercom

button. “Negative on that target, Zero-seven,” he said. “That’s the sector-scanning radar—it’s

only effective against ballistic-missile attack. Put another mini-Mav into that ‘billboard’ radar.”

The remote mission commander overrode the StealthHawk’s target choice and instead guided

it against the same long-range radar attacked by the first UCAV. Without the command-post



vehicle, the SA-12 was lobotomized. Now, without the surveillance radar, it lost its long-range

vision.The StealthHawks continued their attack by orbiting the two SA-12 batteries, searching

for targets for their second weapon—two canisters, each filled with thirty BLU-97 Combined

Effects Munitions bomblets that were scattered in a wide oval pattern above a target cluster.

Each bomblet was a two-pound high-explosive fragmenting case with an inflatable Ballute

parachute tail and a tiny radio altimeter that measured how far aboveground the canister was

and set off the explosive at precisely the correct instant. When detonated, each canister shot

several thousand steel fragments in all directions out to fifty to sixty feet, strong enough to

penetrate automotive steel and light armor. At the same time, a mixture of zirconium in the

Cyclotol explosive ignited, creating a fireball hot enough to set off unprotected fuel tanks,

detonate ammunition—or kill a human being—for thirty to forty feet away.The two

StealthHawks could not hope to destroy all of the over 180 remaining SA-12 missiles in the

brigade, but their final attacks were still devastating. Each StealthHawk automatically adjusted

its altitude and track so as to maximize the kill pattern of its Combined Effects canisters,

dropping the canisters so that the scatter pattern of the BLU-97 bomblets hit as many targets

as possible. Each run managed to hit at least two SA-12 transporter-erector-launchers or

reload-launcher trailers, which created spectacular secondary explosions as the shrapnel

ripped open missile casings and fuel tanks and the incendiary fireballs ignited the fuel or

explosives within.As the StealthHawks continued to orbit the area, they sent back images and

radar maps of their handiwork. “Command vehicle, surveillance radar, and most of two entire

SA-12 batteries destroyed or heavily damaged, sir,” the StealthHawk flight-control officer

reported. “No radar or datalink transmissions detected.”“Over thirty missiles destroyed and

several more damaged,” Daren said. “Friggin’ unbelievable. We pretty much pulled the plug on

this entire brigade.” Left unsaid was the casualty count—each SA-12 battery was manned by

almost fifty soldiers, and the command vehicle alone had twelve officers and technicians on

board.But even after all of their weapons were expended, the StealthHawks were not finished.

Because they knew that their Vampire mother ship had been destroyed and they did not have

enough fuel to reach friendly territory or rendezvous with another mother ship, they located

one last target—both of the UCAVs selected a surviving launcher filled with SA-12 missiles—

and dove in on it. Their small, thirty-pound “suicide” warheads ensured that both the target and

the UCAVs themselves were destroyed in their final kamikaze attack runs.“Direct impacts on

two more transporter-erector-launchers,” Daren reported. Patrick was still listening for word

from Eighth Air Force headquarters. “Almost two entire SA-12 batteries destroyed, including

their command-and-surveillance center.”“Pass along to your Bobcat crews, ‘Well done, good

shooting,’ Daren,” Patrick said. It was over in less than ten minutes—one QB-1C Vampire

bomber and two StealthHawk UCAVs destroyed with no casualties, versus half of a Russian

SA-12 brigade with possibly dozens of casualties. Even Patrick was astounded by the power

and efficiency of his unmanned aerial-combat warplanes. “Let’s get another Vampire airborne

and on patrol, and let’s pinpoint the rest of that SA-12 brigade.”“Roger that, sir,” Daren

responded eagerly. He left his station beside Patrick to go up the theaterlike Battle

Management Center to the Bobcat flight-control center to pass along the general’s

congratulations. At the same time, Patrick heard a chime in his headset. He entered his

passcode and waited for the secure linkup. “Fortress, Avenger is up and secure.”“What’s your

report, General?” Patrick recognized the groggy, gruff voice as Major General Charles Zoltrane,

the deputy commander of Eighth Air Force. Well, he thought ruefully, the brass was awake now.

He was probably speaking from a secure phone in his quarters, and he definitely did not sound

happy about being awakened at this hour.“One of my unmanned Vampire bombers was shot



down by a Russian SA-12 surface-to-air missile battery just outside Mary, sir,” Patrick replied.

Patrick had known Zoltrane for many years, and they were of equal rank. But when Zoltrane

used “General” instead of “Patrick,” McLanahan knew to keep this conversation formal and

carefully observe their chain of command.“Shit,” Zoltrane murmured. “How in hell did you

manage that, General?”“We were investigating some unidentified ground returns just twenty

miles outside Mary, well within the prohibited area, when it popped on and nailed us. We

detected two SA-12 batteries and their command-and-control units.”“Transmit the site’s

coordinates and electromagnetic signals to headquarters, and let’s have a look.” But Zoltrane

detected the hesitation in Patrick’s response and said, “What else do you have to report,

McLanahan?”“The SA-12 batteries have been neutralized, sir,” Patrick said. “The command-

and-control unit, surveillance radar, and a total of ten transporter-erector-launchers have been

destroyed.”“Destroyed? Destroyed with what?”“StealthHawk UCAVs, sir, launched from our

Vampire just before it was shot down.”“StealthHawks? You had Stealthhawks on board your

reconnaissance aircraft? How many?”“Two.”“Where are they now?”“They were both completely

destroyed when they kamikazied into SA-12 transporter-erector-launchers.”“Who gave the

order to attack those SA-12 batteries, General?”“I did, sir, as soon as my Vampire bomber was

attacked and destroyed by hostile ground fire from within the prohibited area around Mary.”“You

received no guidance from General Samson or from CENT-COM?” Zoltrane asked. Lieutenant

General Terrill Samson was the commander of Eighth Air Force and the immediate task-force

commander. Although anyone up the chain of command could have issued attack orders to

Patrick—even the president of the United States himself—most if not all commands would

have gone through General Samson at Eighth Air Force except in the direst of

emergencies.“No, sir.”“I see.” There was silence for several long moments, during which Patrick

could tell that Zoltrane was still on the line. Then, abruptly, he said, “Stand by,” and the

connection was broken. That was not a good sign, Patrick thought.Daren Mace returned a few

minutes later. “Bobcat Zero-four is inbound inside the ingress corridor over western Pakistan

and should be on station in less than an hour,” he reported. “He does not have any

StealthHawks on board. Bobcat Zero-two will be ready to launch from Diego Garcia in about

thirty minutes, and he’s loaded with two UCAVs. We can only load fifty percent of our Vampires

with UCAVs for now, but we expect to get a few more ready to upload within twenty-four hours.

Within forty-eight hours, all Vampires will have UCAVs on board.”“Very good,” Patrick said. “Get

Zero-two airborne as soon as possible, with StealthHawks and full defensive armament. All

Vampires that launch from now on will have StealthHawks on board unless further advised.

The Russians might have many more SA-12s waiting for us out there.”“Yes, sir.”Patrick glanced

up and saw Brigadier General David Luger, his second in command, trotting down the stairs

toward the command console, apparently in a very big hurry, looking worriedly at Patrick. “Put

Zero-four on patrol, and have him identify each and every laser-radar return within fifty miles of

Mary,” he went on. “If the Russians have a portable latrine out there, I want to know about

it.”“You got it, sir,” Daren said enthusiastically. He started to put on his headset to talk with the

flight-control crew in the BATMAN and his ground crews on Diego Garcia, but David Luger

came over to him, bent down, and whispered something to him. Daren Mace looked quizzically

at Luger and shook his head, but Luger grasped Mace by his right upper arm, and Mace stood

up and retreated up the stairs toward the flight-control crews.Patrick watched this interchange

with a slight feeling of dread that he tried not to make evident in his voice as he asked, “What’s

going on, Dave?”“I received a call from Eighth Air Force headquarters, Patrick,” Luger replied.

Patrick noticed that David was in a flight suit but was un-shaven and had barely taken the time

to lace up his flying boots. At that moment a tech from the communications center trotted down



the steps carrying a message. He handed it to Luger, who read it quickly. Patrick saw his face

turn ashen. “Oh, shit…”“What in hell’s going on, Texas?” Patrick asked.“You…you’ve been

relieved of duty, Patrick,” Luger responded, his voice shaking with disbelief and shock. He

handed the message to Patrick. “I’ve been ordered to take command of the Air Battle Force

and to confine you to quarters until you can be reassigned. All of our planes are being recalled.

You…Christ, Patrick, you’ve been demoted to brigadier general.”Patrick read the message,

shrugged, and simply nodded. “Guess they didn’t appreciate me blowing up a Russian SAM

site without letting them know first,” he said simply.“Patrick…Muck, this is not right,” David

stammered. “Eighth Air Force can’t take away your command just like that—we don’t belong to

them. And only the president, the SECDEF, or the chief of staff can take away your stars.”“This

message is not from Eighth Air Force,” Patrick said, holding up the note and tapping the

relevant line. “It came from the Pentagon, transmitted in response to a request from General

Samson,” Patrick said. He crumpled the paper in his hands. “You have command of the Air

Battle Force, Dave. I’ve been ordered to go home.” He looked at his friend, clasped him on the

shoulder, then took off his headset and dropped it on the command console. “I’ll be with my

son in quarters. If they want me, they can reach me there. I’ll have my earset on—don’t ring my

home phone. It might wake Bradley.”David Luger was just too stunned to move. “Muck…”“Don’t

let them take away your ability to fight, Dave,” Patrick said, looking at his longtime friend and

partner with a defeated expression Luger had never seen before. “The staff weenies at

Barksdale don’t have a clue. Don’t let them take away your strength.” And with that, Patrick

McLanahan marched up the steps and out of the Battle Management Center.In the blink of an

eye, a general reduced to nothing.Ministry of Defense of the Republic of

Turkmenistan,Ashkhabad, TurkmenistanThat same timeYes, sir, I know what my orders were,”

Colonel General Boris Kasimov, commander of Turkmenistan Defensive Alliance forces,

forcibly responded on the secure telephone line. “The order was ‘all weapons tight.’ But we

were under attack, damn it. The Americans had an armed B-1 bomber up there over Mary, and

it rolled in on my brigade and attacked without any warning.”“Take it easy, Boris, take it easy,”

General Anatoliy Gryzlov, president of the Russian Federation, asked in a soft, understanding

tone. Short, slender, with thin brown hair and bright blue eyes, the former cosmonaut, test pilot,

and, until recently, chief of staff of the Russian military, usually appeared as if he would very

much like to beat up everyone to whom he spoke. But when he was speaking to his generals,

Gryzlov’s entire demeanor was different; he treated them all, from the most senior

commanders to the lowliest conscripts, with fatherly attention.“Sir, I take full responsibility for

this incident. I—”“Boris, hold it,” Gryzlov implored. “It’s me, Anatoliy, your classmate at the

academy, your squadron leader, your poker buddy. We’ve served too long together, fought too

many battles, for you to talk to me like an altar boy caught yanking his wanker in the

confessional. Just speak to me, all right? What happened?”Gryzlov could hear Kasimov take a

deep, relieved breath and a hard swallow. “General, we came under attack, and the air-defense

brigade reacted, plain and simple,” he said wearily. “All of a sudden that damned American

bomber appeared out of nowhere and headed right for the number-one battery, and it had its

bomb doors open. The crews saw it on the optronic sights, and everyone panicked. They lit it

up and fired on it without requesting permission.”“For Christ’s sake, Boris, I know your crews

have more discipline than that,” Gryzlov said. “That’s the reason we picked that brigade to

deploy on this mission—they knew how to preserve operational security. My orders were

specific: Weapons stayed tight unless I personally, verbally gave the order to attack. And that

was only going to happen after we started moving the armored divisions eastward—not for

another six months at least. I was hoping by then that the world would have forgotten about



that stinking rathole called Turkmenistan and leave us alone to do our business, just like

Chechnya. This incident puts the conflict right back on the world media’s hot sheet.”“General,

blame it on the Americans,” Kasimov said angrily. “They weren’t permitted to bring armed

attack aircraft into Turkmenistan, just unarmed reconnaissance planes and other aircraft armed

with defensive systems only.”“I know that, Boris,” Gryzlov said. “What I’m asking you is, what

were your orders to the brigade? Exactly.” There was a long pause. “Boris, let’s not play games

here. Talk to me.”“I told my brigade commanders that the order from you was ‘weapons tight,’

but I made it clear to them that I did not want to lose the brigade to attackers, especially

Americans or Turkmenis,” Kasimov said finally. “I told the colonel that they were not to initiate

an attack, but they were not to lose the brigade under any circumstances.” He quickly added,

“Surely, General, you did not expect me to just allow that S-300 brigade to be attacked from the

air without fighting back? I know that your orders didn’t mean we should just let the entire

brigade be wiped out….”“Boris…”“The Americans had a B-1 bomber that launched two

unmanned attack aircraft,” Kasimov said, his voice pleading now. “Each one of those things

employed at least two guided missiles and two cluster munitions before flying themselves into

another target. They took out nearly the entire antiaircraft brigade! At least we got the fucking

bomber—and if you ask me, we should follow it up by attacking their forward base in Diego

Garcia. We can’t let the Americans get away with this!”Gryzlov winced when Kasimov

reminded him of that fact. The Antey S-300V-series surface-to-air missile system—what the

West called the SA-12 “Gladiator”—was the best long-range, high-altitude antiaircraft weapon

system in the Russian Federation, and probably the best in the world; it was also the world’s

first workable mobile antiballistic-missile system. Despite its effectiveness, however, Russia’s

outmoded and inadequate industrial and technical development centers and its rapidly

shrinking defense budget couldn’t produce enough spare parts and reloads for its own training

and operational needs, let alone fully support its export customers. Just a single pair of

missiles expended in a rare live-fire training exercise took weeks, sometimes months to replace

—losing two entire missile batteries, not to mention the command-and-surveillance radar

vehicles, would be devastating.And the men that were lost…five officers and thirteen

technicians killed, including the brigade commander and his deputy; three officers and thirty

techs injured, some critically. It was a devastating loss. It didn’t matter that the United States

was technically in violation of the UN Security Council’s peacekeeping agreement: Russia had

suffered a tremendous loss, in a country where it had almost total control.The plan to move the

S-300 brigade secretly into central Turkmenistan was Gryzlov’s, but it could be accomplished

only with perfect and careful security. All of the components of the S-300 could easily be

disguised while on the march, and it could stay well disguised and hidden even when fully set

up and operational—it could go from completely closed up and camouflaged to ready to fire in

just five minutes. The key was simple: Keep the radars off the air and the datalink

transmissions between radar and fire-control centers limited to fiber-optic landline cables. The

orders were not followed—or were never properly issued—and the brigade was discovered. No

one in Moscow thought the Americans would immediately open fire on the brigade with

precision-guided and cluster munitions, but they did, and the cost in human life and loss of

equipment was high indeed.And someone was going to have to pay it.“Damn it, Boris, I’m sorry

it happened,” Gryzlov said. “I wish your boys had kept their fingers off the COMMIT buttons.”“I

apologize for that, General,” Kasimov said. “I take full responsibility. But the fact remains: The

Americans killed almost two dozen men and injured many more. The Americans provoked a

response by their actions, and they employed offensive weapons in violation of the

peacekeeping agreement.”“I know, and I will hold them fully responsible for the deaths they



caused,” Gryzlov said. “I’m sorry, Boris, but I have to bring you back to Moscow. You did not pull

the trigger, but you are responsible for what happened out there and for the actions of your

men.”“Yes, sir. I understand.”“Don’t worry, Boris, I’m not going to make you the whipping boy—

you know more about Central Asia than almost any other general officer, and you’ve done a

commendable job commanding our forces in Turkmenistan all these years. You’ll still be

involved in everything that goes on in Central Asia. Turn your staff operations over to General

Bilatov, hop a flight back, and report to General Stepashin. After you two have a chance to talk,

we’ll meet and discuss our next moves, once the furor over this incident dies down.”“Yes, sir,”

Kasimov replied. “I’ll depart within the hour.”“Good. That will be all. I’ll see you in a day or

two.”Colonel General Kasimov felt somewhat relieved as he called for his staff transport jet, a

Yakovlev-40, to be made ready for departure and his staff car brought around to take him home

so he could pack. He was going to be roasted over the coals by Nikolai Stepashin, the new

chief of staff and the commander of the Ministry of State Security, perhaps even demoted. But

Gryzlov needed experienced, well-educated officers for his Central Asian campaign, and

Kasimov felt confident that his talents were not going to be wasted commanding some frozen

remote radar site in Siberia for the next ten years just because one of his lieutenants had an

itchy trigger finger.Kasimov briefed his deputy commander while he loaded files into his

briefcase, then shook hands with his office staff members and strode out to his waiting car. The

plane would not be ready for at least another hour, so he had time to relax and have a few

drinks in his quarters, an unassuming concrete-block building on the northeast side of

Ashkhabad International Airport. He told his aide and driver to stay in the car—he could pack

easier and faster himself, and he wanted to be alone. He would be done as soon as the plane

was fueled and ready for takeoff.He was sure as hell not going to miss this shitty little house,

he thought as he fixed a stiff drink, retrieved his A-3 kit bag from under his bed, zipped it open,

and started throwing clothing into it. Duty in Turkmenistan was great until this whole incident

had blown up in their faces—the Taliban invasion of eastern Turkmenistan, the threat to

Russian interests, the mobilization of troops, the American involvement, the battle for the cities

of Mary and Chärjew, and the Americans’ preemptive strike inside Russia to cut off their

counterattack. Since then all officers who had formerly lived in nice apartments in the capital

had to move to these little houses at the airport, where it was a bit more secure. Inadequate

heat and light, terrible water, leaking plumbing, drafty doors and windows, cold in the winter

and hot in the summer—he now lived only slightly better than his troops in their tents or out in

the field camping beside their armored vehicles.Satisfied that the rest of his packing could be

finished in a few minutes, Kasimov kicked off his boots, stretched out on his bed, and took a

deep sip of his vodka on ice. Still at least a half hour to wait. He thought he should call his wife

but decided instead to call her from base operations right before departure. He took another

sip, then closed his eyes for a short catnap.Kasimov never heard the gunman enter through the

back door, step silently into the bedroom, place a pistol muzzle under the general’s chin, and

fire a single sound-suppressed round into his brain. In seconds the gunman retrieved the spent

shell casing and replaced it with one from a small plastic bag, left some hair and fabric

samples near the body so they could be easily found by forensic investigators, and

departed.The Kremlin, Moscow, Russian FederationA few minutes laterRussian president

Anatoliy Gryzlov replaced the telephone receiver on its cradle. “Something terrible has

happened—General Kasimov has been murdered in his quarters,” he said tonelessly, matter-of-

factly.Minister of State Security and Chief of the General Staff Nikolai Stepashin nodded. “A

horrible tragedy. I shall commence an immediate investigation. No doubt anti-Russian Turkmen

assassins or Muslim terrorists were involved. They will be hunted down and summarily



executed.” He could have been reading from a long-ago-prepared script—which, in fact, he

was.“Now that we have the unpleasantries out of the way,” Gryzlov said, “these are my orders: I

want Turkmenistan in complete Russian control in thirty days. I want every Taliban fighter and

sympathizer dead and buried, and I want every American aircraft blown out of the sky. That

idiot Kasimov tipped our hand and gave away the element of surprise, but it doesn’t matter. I

don’t care what it takes, I don’t care what forces you need to mobilize—just do it. I want every

oil and natural-gas field in that entire fucking country with a Russian infantry battalion on

it.”Stepashin nodded—he dared not voice any of the dozens of concerns he had—and picked

up the telephone to issue the orders that would send a hundred thousand more Russian

soldiers into Turkmenistan.1Air Intelligence Agency Headquarters,Lackland Air Force Base,

San Antonio, TexasWeeks laterWhere is he, Chief?” Colonel Trevor Griffin, operations officer

and acting commander of the 996th Information Warfare Wing of the Air Force Air Intelligence

Agency, asked as he hurried through the doors. His excitement was obvious as he waited at

the verge of impatience exchanging security badges with the guard, facing a sensor for a

biometric face-identification scan, and entering a security code into a keypad to open the outer

door. Griffin was a sort of caricature, like a kid wearing his dad’s military uniform—short in

stature, bean-faced, with slightly protruding ears and narrow, dancing blue eyes. But the broad

shoulders, thick neck, and massive forearms under his overcoat only hinted at the soldier

hidden behind those giddy eyes.“In the boss’s office, sir,” the command’s Chief Master

Sergeant Harold Bayless responded as he met the colonel on the other side of the security

barrier. “I came in early to get caught up on some paperwork, and he was already here. I

buzzed you and the boss as soon as I found out.”“Let me know when the boss gets in,” Griffin

said as he removed his Air Force blue overcoat and handed it to the chief master sergeant.

“Make sure he has an office, a car, and billeting set up.”“Yes, sir,” Bayless said. Physically, the

two men could not have been more different: Bayless was husky and tall, with lots of thick, dark

hair and humorless, penetrating dark eyes. Despite their height difference, Bayless had trouble

keeping up with the quick full bird—Bayless finally had to let Griffin hurry off ahead of him, and

he retreated to his own office to make all the appropriate notifications on behalf of this most

unexpected distinguished visitor.Despite his fast pace, Griffin wasn’t even breathing hard as he

hurried past the stunned noncommissioned officer in charge and into his office. There, sitting

on the sofa in the little casual seating area, was their unexpected visitor. “General McLanahan!”

Griffin exclaimed. He stood at attention and saluted. “I’m sorry, sir, but I didn’t know you’d be

here so soon. I’m Trevor Griffin. Good to meet you, sir.”Patrick McLanahan got to his feet, stood

at attention, and returned the colonel’s salute. Griffin came over to him and extended his hand,

and Patrick shook it. “Good to meet you, too, Colonel Griffin,” Patrick McLanahan

responded.“For Christ’s sake, General, please, sit down,” Griffin said, a little confused at

McLanahan’s formal bearing. “It’s a pleasure to have you here, sir. Can I get you anything?

Coffee?”“Coffee is good, thank you. Black,” Patrick said.“Me, too—commando style.” Griffin

buzzed his clerk, and moments later the man came in with two mugs of coffee. Griffin

introduced his NCOIC, then dismissed him. “I apologize, sir, but I didn’t expect you for quite

some time—in fact, I was only just recently notified that you’d be joining us,” Griffin said. He

stood aside so Patrick could take the commander’s seat, but Patrick reseated himself on the

sofa, so Griffin, a little confused, took his armchair at the head of the table. “We’re thrilled to

have you take command of the unit.”“Thank you.”Griffin waited until Patrick took a sip of coffee,

then said with a smile, “I’m Trevor—or ‘Tagger’ to my friends, sir.”“Sure,” Patrick said. “I’m

Patrick.” Griffin nodded happily and took a sip of coffee, still acting as excited as a kid about to

go through the turnstiles at Disneyland. “I guess it’s been a while since I’ve reported in to a



new unit. I’m a little nervous.”“And I’m not used to two-star generals showing up without a lot of

fanfare.”“I’m no longer a two-star, Tagger.”“It was either a mistake, or a temporary budgetary/

billeting/ allotment thing, or somebody’s sending you a pretty strong message, Patrick,” Griffin

said, “because the Air Force doesn’t take away a general’s stars, like you’re some young

captain that just got a DUI. If they did, guys like MacArthur and LeMay would’ve been buck

sergeants in no time. General officers either get promoted or they retire, either voluntarily or

involuntarily—they don’t get demoted.” He couldn’t help but stare, bug-eyed, at the ribbons on

Patrick’s chest, especially the Air Force Cross—the highest award given to an Air Force officer

besides the Medal of Honor—and the Silver Star. “But whoever’s testing you or pushing on

you,” he went on, dragging his attention back to his new commanding officer, “it’s their loss and

my gain. But we didn’t expect you for another month at least.”“I decided to show up early and

meet everyone,” Patrick said. “My son is with his aunt in Sacramento.”“And your wife?”“I’m a

widower, Trevor.”Griffin’s face fell. “Oh, shit…I’m sorry, sir,” he said sincerely. He averted his

eyes apologetically, embarrassed that he hadn’t known this extremely important piece of

information. “I received your personnel file, but I only glossed over it—as I said, I didn’t expect

you for a few weeks.”This uncomfortable pause gave Patrick a chance to look Trevor Griffin

over. His compact frame only served to accentuate his powerful physique—he looked as if he

had been power-lifting most of his life, and perhaps still did. Griffin’s short-sleeved casual

uniform had few accoutrements—command jump wings under a senior weapons director’s

badge—but Patrick saw his Class A uniform hanging on a coatrack behind the door, and it

appeared as if Griffin had every ribbon and award an Air Force officer could have—and then

some: Patrick noticed a Combat Infantry Badge and even a yellow-and-black RANGER

tab.“That’s okay, Trevor,” Patrick said. “I guess I’ve thrown a monkey wrench into your office by

coming here early like this. I’m sorry.”“We both have to stop saying ‘sorry’ to each other.”Patrick

smiled and nodded. Wishing to quickly change the subject, he nodded toward Griffin’s uniform

blouse hanging behind the door. “I know of only one other Air Force officer that wears a Ranger

tab.”“I think there is only one other: Hal Briggs. I convinced him to go to Ranger school as a

brand-new second lieutenant fresh out of Security Police school—he had so much energy I

thought he’d drive us all crazy. I lost track of him over the years.”“He’s a full bird colonel at my

previous base in Battle Mountain, Nevada.”“What’s he doing at Battle Mountain?”“Hal

commands a unit of high-tech, highly mobile ground forces that direct unmanned close-air-

support and reconnaissance aircraft.”“It must be under some very tight wraps for us here at

AIA not to hear about it,” Griffin said. His eyes sparkled in excitement even more. “Sounds very

cool, Patrick. I want to learn more about it.”“Sure. You’d fit right in, I think—you look like you’re

either an Olympic gymnast or you’re from the special-ops community.”“I was in special ops

before the Air Force really had them,” Griffin said. “I was an Army Ranger and fought in

Grenada, then decided I wanted to join the Air Force and be an officer—I thought I was done

crawling and bleeding in the mud. I was in Security Police for a while—that’s where I met Hal

Briggs—but I couldn’t leave the special-ops career field and became a combat air controller.“I

directed a combat-controller wing in Desert Storm—my guys set up a half-dozen forward-

resupply points and landing strips inside Iraq, including three that we set up in the western side

of the country weeks before the air war started. I had one squad that actually put a laser beam

on Saddam Hussein’s getaway vehicle—he was hightailing it to Jordan—but we couldn’t get a

shooter in to launch on him fast enough.“After Desert Storm I attended Air War College, was

assigned to U.S. Special Operations Command headquarters at MacDill, then married a great

woman that had two small kids; I adopted hers, and we had one of our own. It was then, after

realizing I was almost forty with three young kids, that I decided to settle down. I joined the



intelligence career track, and except for service schools and one year at the Pentagon, I’ve

been either at Kelly Field or here at Lackland. I like to think I contribute the ground-pounder’s

perspective to the high-tech Air Force.”“The Air Battle Force is designed to have shooters

deploy with ground forces at all times,” Patrick said. “We use unmanned long-range bombers to

launch unmanned armed attack vehicles that can be directed via datalink by the ground

forces.”“We definitely need to talk and compare notes, sir,” Griffin said enthusiastically. “If you

can forgive all my ignorance-based faux pas until I’m up to speed, I assure you again that I’m

thrilled that you’re coming here and working with our wing.”“Thanks.”Griffin looked at

McLanahan carefully for a moment, then said, “If you’d allow me to make an observation,

sir?”“Go for it.”Griffin’s smile dimmed a bit. “I’d say you’re here early to check out this agency…

to decide whether you want to stay in the Air Force or not.”Patrick looked at Griffin sternly, as if

he were ready to challenge him on his observation—but moments later he glanced away, then

nodded. “I hoped it wouldn’t be that obvious,” he said.“Like I said, very few general officers get

demoted,” Griffin said. “Maybe they want to see what you’re made of, what your real goals are.

The rumors are still hot and heavy that you’re being considered for the post of national security

adviser if the president wins reelection—or maybe even to help Thorn win reelection. If you got

kicked out of the Air Force, or were even forced to resign, it might look bad for the president to

consider bringing you on. Maybe they want to see whether you’d stick it out or not, show some

loyalty.”“Trevor, I assure you, I’m not going to be national security adviser,” Patrick said.“Hey, I

didn’t make up the rumors—I’m just helping propagate them,” Griffin said, his energetic and

engaging smile returning. “Do you have any intel background?”“No,” Patrick replied. “Bombers,

engineering, research and development. The units I flew with had their own organic intel

capabilities—we rarely called on outside intel sources.”Griffin grinned again, getting more and

more intrigued by the minute. “The Air Battle Force operated with its own intel sources?

Sounds cooler all the time, Patrick.” Griffin looked at Patrick carefully. “Hold on…that attack on

the Russians in Turkmenistan a few weeks ago. The Russians claim an American B-1 bomber

attacked an unarmed observer team being sent into Mary.”“It wasn’t an ‘unarmed observer

team’—it was a mobile SA-12 site, a full brigade, sitting twenty miles inside the cease-fire

zone.”“I knew it,” Griffin said. “We caught a glimpse of it here, requested some ground support—

send some special-ops guys to go in and take a look—but that was vetoed by General Houser.

Your own intel sources identified it as an SA-12?”“We were lucky and caught one squeak from

its search radar,” Patrick explained. “We couldn’t get it to turn the radar back on—until we made

like we were going to attack it.”“Well, we certainly didn’t think of using our air-intel assets as

decoys to incite the Russians to attack us,” Griffin admitted, “but if it worked, I won’t knock it.

The SA-12 attacked?”“Shot down an unmanned B-1 bomber.”“An unmanned B-1 bomber? We

have them?” Patrick nodded. “Cool!” breathed Griffin. “Now I understand why you’d use your

own plane as a decoy. I assume your unmanned bomber launched a few of those armed

drones and made mincemeat of that SA-12 site just before it got shot down,

huh?”“Exactly.”“Shit-hot!” Griffin exclaimed. “Everyone was starting to believe what the world

press and the Russians were saying—that one of our guys attacked without provocation—and

then when we heard that an Air Force general got canned for the attack, we thought maybe it

was the truth. I knew the Russians were lying through their teeth. No surprise there, huh?” The

pride was evident in Griffin’s face—he was beside himself with awe that Patrick McLanahan

was sitting in front of him. “But I thought we were only supposed to be surveilling Turkmenistan,

not patrolling with attack drones.”“My rules of engagement were unclear on that point,” Patrick

said uneasily, “so I erred on the side of caution and loaded my bombers up with SEAD

weapons.”“Good thing you did,” Griffin said. “So let me guess—your orders to Lackland were



being cut the next day.”“It didn’t take even that long,” Patrick admitted. “I was relieved of

command before the last bomb fragments hit the ground.”“All for doing what you were

supposed to be doing—making sure the Russians weren’t trying to move against

Turkmenistan’s new military forces before they could organize,” Griffin said disgustedly. “Now

look at what’s happening out there: Russia is claiming that Turkmeni guerrillas are attacking

their observer forces, and they’re flying so-called defensive-counterinsurgency missions

against Turkmeni military forces. They’ve violated the United Nations cease-fire dozens of

times in just the past few weeks, but no one is saying squat about it. Things are too hot for us

to send recon aircraft like Rivet Joint and Joint STARS in to monitor their movements, so the

Russians now have free rein.”“I would like to keep a careful eye on the Russians and continue

to report their movements to the Pentagon,” Patrick said.“You’ve come to the right place,

Patrick,” Griffin said proudly. “That’s what we do best. I believe we have the best and possibly

the only remaining true brain trust in the intelligence field: Our guys stay here longer than in

any other career field, and we maintain the only seriously long-term database of enemy threats

in the world. Let’s talk about this unit, and maybe I’ll help talk you into staying—or it may

convince you to take whatever might be waiting for you on the other side.”“Fair enough.”“The

unit you’ll take command of, the Nine-sixty-sixth Information Warfare Wing, is one of several

wings and centers managed by the commander of the Air Intelligence Agency, who as you

know is Major General Gary Houser.” He noticed Patrick’s suddenly stony face. “You know

him?”“He was my first B-52G aircraft commander, almost twenty years ago.”Griffin chuckled at

that. “That’s funny. To listen to him, you’d think he was always an intel weenie—in fact, he trash-

talks fliers, especially bomber guys, all the time. I knew he was a pilot, of course, but I didn’t

know he flew B-52s. He sees the BUFF as another Cold War relic sucking money away from

information warfare.” He looked carefully at Patrick again, then added, “So…maybe you’re here

to check out General Houser and not just the Nine-sixty-sixth—decide whether you’re cut out to

work for your old aircraft commander again?”“Let’s not try to psychoanalyze this thing too

much, okay, Tagger?”“Yes, sir,” Griffin said, his eyes falling apologetically again. Patrick couldn’t

help but like the colonel: he wasn’t afraid to express his feelings and thoughts, which made him

a trustworthy person. Patrick felt very comfortable around him.“Anyway, the Nine-sixty-sixth is

probably the last vestige of the old Mighty Eighth—which, now that I think about it, might be

another reason why you’re here: This is a good place to hide someone nowadays,” Griffin went

on. “Like most of the Air Intelligence Agency, we’re a combination of many Air Force agencies.

We were known as the Strike Information Center not long ago, and the Air Force Strategic

Planning Agency before that, and we absorbed the Sixty-sixth Combat Support Group last

year. When General Houser changed everything over to an ‘information warfare’ theme, the

combined group became the Nine-sixty-sixth Information Warfare Wing. Our primary mission is

to gather information vital to planning and directing strike missions by Eighth Air Force aircraft.

Any country, any objective, any target, any weapon, any threat condition—the Nine-sixty-sixth’s

job is to find a way to attack it.“We can tap in to any intelligence or imagery source in the world,

but primarily we use overhead imagery produced by Air Force assets, combined with domestic

satellite assets and augmented by HUMINT field reports,” Griffin went on. “We still do a fair

amount of covert ops ourselves, but General Houser thinks that’s unnecessarily dangerous and

doesn’t yield proportionally higher-quality data.”“What do you think about that?” Patrick

asked.“Well, as a former ground-pounder, I believe you always need boots on the ground to do

the job right—but I’ll also admit that I’m pretty old-school,” Griffin replied. “Give me a few good

trained operatives, a parachute, and a pair of binoculars and drop me anywhere on the planet,

and I’ll bring back information that no satellite can get you—and if you need the target blown



up, I can pull that off, too. Ask your typical satellite to do that.” He looked at Patrick, then smiled.

“And if you give me Hal Briggs and a few of his shooters that you spoke about a minute ago, I

can probably blow up a lot more—like what went down in Libya recently? Or inside

Turkmenistan…?”Griffin punched in further instructions, and the satellite imagery shifted to a

more desolate landscape. “I might as well tell you now, Patrick—the Nine-sixty-sixth had an

ongoing covert reconnaissance operation against the Russians in Turkmenistan. Your…

incident…near Mary forced us to pull out.”“I don’t suppose anyone will ever blame the Russian

army for causing the problems over there in Turkmenistan, will they?” Patrick asked

sarcastically.“Sorry, sir, I didn’t mean it was your fault…” Griffin said. “Anyway, we were running

covert ops out of a small air base in Bukhara, Uzbekistan. We made contact with some

members of the Turkmen army, made some payoffs, traded weapons and ammo for

information, that sort of thing. We left several of our Turkmeni contacts behind, and we’d sure

like to pull them out.“The border crossing and highway into Mary is sealed up tight now, and

the Russians have a pretty solid air-defense setup out there now—too hot even for normal Air

Force special-ops planes or helos, let alone the normal modes of transportation the Nine-sixty-

sixth uses. What might the Air Battle Force have that we could use?”“Dave Luger can insert a

Battle Force team in about thirty-six hours and get one, maybe two of your guys out,” Patrick

said.“Thirty-six-hours? That’s impossible.”“But neither the Pentagon nor Central Intelligence

would ever approve it. It would have to be someone pretty damned important.”“Ever heard of

General Jalaluddin Turabi?”“Turabi?” Patrick exclaimed. “Chief of the Turkmen army? He’s your

contact?”“You tangled with him?”“He saved our team in the first battle against the Russians in

Turkmenistan. He’s a hero.”“He’s a better spy and guerrilla than he ever was a general,” Griffin

said. “He’s been out collecting information and harassing the Russians, and at the same time

recruiting soldiers for his army, using Air Intelligence Agency dollars. But when you hit the

Russian SA-12 site, he scattered. We gave him up for dead. He resurfaced recently, one or two

steps ahead of the Russians. We’d sure love to yank him out.”“Then let’s do it.”“It won’t do us

any good to go into Bukhara, Patrick. We still need to go another two hundred and fifty miles to

—”“I’m not talking about Bukhara, Tagger—I’m talking about Mary.”“Mary?” Griffin exclaimed.

“How can you do that? We can’t overfly Turkmenistan….”“We’re prohibited from overflying

Turkmenistan with combat aircraft,” Patrick corrected him. “Transport aircraft are still allowed by

peacekeeping and observer forces.”“The Russians will spot a transport plane anywhere within

two hundred miles of Mary.”“Not our transport plane, they won’t.”Griffin opened his mouth as if

he were going to say something, then stopped and smiled. “Okay, Patrick. What is it? What do

you guys have that I don’t know about?”“A little toy we’ve been working on for a few years—an

old idea we’ve just modernized. We—” Patrick stopped himself. He still couldn’t stop thinking

about the Air Battle Force as “his.” “I mean, the Air Battle Force can get you in anywhere you

want to go.”“I’ll start working on getting authorizations right away.”“Dave Luger at Battle

Mountain is in charge of surveillance and observer air operations over Turkmenistan—he’ll give

you permission,” Patrick said.“I’d have to join the team, of course,” Griffin added with a sly

smile.Patrick smiled and nodded. Yep, he thought, he definitely liked this guy. “That you’ll have

to take up with General Houser,” Patrick said. “But I’m sure Dave Luger can put in a by-name

request for you to be part of the team. You’ll have to undergo a few days of training with the Air

Battle Force ground-operations team and their equipment. But I don’t think you’ll have any

problem keeping up with the team—in fact, you might be teaching them a thing or two. And

you’ll be working with Hal Briggs again.”“Outstanding. I like going to school, especially for new

stuff.” Griffin was so excited that he was literally stepping from foot to foot—the man could

hardly wait to get started.“Anyway, let me continue with my orientation before the boss shows



up,” Griffin went on. “Our work product is called the Strike Assessment Catalog, or what we call

‘The List.’ ” Griffin went to his desk, punched in a few commands on a computer keyboard, and

a blank line on a large plasma wall display appeared. “The List used to be just that—a list, a

paper catalog—but of course we’ve computerized it. Pick a target. Any target.”Patrick thought

for a moment. “Pro Player Stadium—I hate the Miami Dolphins.”Griffin shook his head and

smiled. “Good thing you didn’t say the Dallas Cowboys or Houston Texans, or you’d have a

fight on your hands. Unfortunately, we haven’t done any U.S. targets—and you’re the first guy

to ever ask to see the lineup for a U.S. target. How about we take a look at the latest on what

the Russians are doing in Turkmenistan?”Griffin punched instructions into the computer, and

soon some satellite photos appeared.“The western outskirts of the city of Mary,” Patrick said. “I

recognize that area well.”“We have pretty decent coverage of this area right now, maybe one

photo every couple hours, so we have a good database going,” Griffin said. He entered more

instructions into the computer, and several blinking yellow circles appeared. “We can overlay

synthetic-aperture radar images in with the visuals, and we see several newcomers to the area.

We can digitally enhance and enlarge the picture”—the photo distorted for a moment, then

sharpened to show an individual vehicle—“and here we have what looks like a Russian BTR

scout vehicle, with a couple dismounts standing nearby. The other targets we identified are

also scouts.”“Driving right to the outskirts of Mary,” Patrick remarked. “They’re not even

bothering to hide anymore.”“We can have the computer select the best weapon to take them

out, or we can select the weapon system and the computer will recommend the best plan of

attack,” Griffin went on. “But the real value in our system is not picking targets but in identifying

and risk-assessing the threats. Here, I’ll ask to overlay the most recent threat depictions for the

area.” A few moments later, several large red circles appeared, along with lists of weapons on

the side of the image. “The number-one threat in this particular area is from mobile antiaircraft

systems—in this case it’s from known twenty-three-millimeter optronically guided weapons on

the scouts themselves. But this outer dashed circle represents the threat from SA-14 man-

portable antiaircraft missiles that are known to be carried aboard Russian scout platoons.”“So a

planner or even a politician can ask for information on a particular target,” Patrick said. “You

start feeding all this information to the brass, and they decide if the cost, risk, and complexity

are worth the desired result.”“Exactly,” Griffin said. It was unusual, Griffin thought, to hear an Air

Force general thinking of political realities when planning strike missions. This could be why, he

thought, the guy was still being considered to be President Thorn’s first national security

adviser. “Ninety-nine percent of the time, we don’t even get past the threat analysis—some

assistant deputy secretary of one of the services wants to know how we can blow up a breeder

reactor in China, and we just pull up the threat analysis. He’s all hot to trot when it comes to

contemplating an attack, but they go away very quickly when they learn how many assets it

takes to do it. Diplomatic initiatives start to look a whole lot more appealing.”“Tell me more

about the Air Intelligence Agency and Gary Houser,” Patrick said.“Getting right down to the

meat of the matter, eh?” Griffin asked, his ever-present smile and twinkling blue eyes

reappearing. “Okay, here goes:“Quite simply, the Air Intelligence Agency is one of the most far-

reaching and, in my opinion, powerful commands in the entire American military. General

Houser has his fingertips on every piece of intelligence data generated in the free world. He

personally directs the activities of a score of satellites, dozens of aircraft, and thousands of

analysts and operatives around the world. He is also the American military’s one and only

‘quintuple hat,’ at least as a deputy: As commander of AIA, he’s also a deputy commander of

intelligence for Air Combat Command, Eighth Air Force, and U.S. Strategic Command, as well

as a deputy director of the National Security Agency and Defense Intelligence Agency. He is



definitely Mr. Intel in the Pentagon.“Over the years various intelligence and electronic-warfare

units were shut down or consolidated, mostly because of budget cuts but also to minimize

redundancy and enhance security, and Air Intelligence Agency—when it was known as the Air

Force Electronic Security Agency—gained most of them. AIA controls almost all of the Air

Force’s intelligence-gathering operations, but it also controls areas such as MIJL—meaconing,

interception, jamming, and intrusion of enemy electronic signals—electronic

counterintelligence, decoy deployment, and spycraft. Now, instead of just intercepting enemy

transmissions, AIA has the capability to manipulate transmissions—change them, scramble

them, or move them, in order to confuse the enemy. When computers came to the forefront,

AIA began doing to computer data what we did with the electromagnetic spectrum—intercept

and analyze, then manipulate and distort, while protecting and securing our own data. Other

units and services started doing the same thing, but AIA had been doing it for a decade before

anyone else.“At first AIA’s work product was so timely and valuable that it began serving

customers in other numbered air forces, not just the Mighty Eighth. Then it eventually replaced

Air Combat Command’s intelligence stuff, and finally its information was being shared with

planners in other commands. AIA has become so powerful and far-reaching that its mission

has even supplanted Eighth Air Force’s mission, and it gets a lot of funding that normally goes

to many other branches, command, and agencies.“My predictions are that General Houser will

easily win his third star, become commander of Eighth Air Force, and begin the transformation

to an intelligence-gathering combat command. General Houser insists that Eighth Air Force will

eventually become the information-warfare command and that bombers will be all but

obsolete.”“Not in my lifetime, I hope,” Patrick said.“It’s already happening, Patrick,” Griffin said.

“It won’t be long before the number of LDHDs—low-density, high-demand aircraft like spy

planes, radar planes, jammers, dedicated anti-air-defense attack weapons, and data-

manipulation platforms—will exceed the number of strike aircraft in the inventory.“But I think

General Houser is shooting higher: If General Samson gets selected as the Air Force chief of

staff, he’ll see to it that Gary Houser gets his fourth star and becomes the first commander of

the new U.S. Information Warfare Command, a major unified command on a par or maybe

even surpassing the theater commands in importance, tasking, and funding. It will probably

combine all the intelligence-gathering assets of Strategic Command, the Air Force, the Navy,

and perhaps even the National Security Agency and Strategic Reconnaissance Office into one

supercommand.“That could change the entire face of warfare as we know it. General Houser

says that it takes the Air Force twenty-four hours to blow up an intercontinental-ballistic-missile

launch site or a bomber base in Russia—but soon his information warriors can put that same

site out of commission in twenty-four minutes by jamming, spoofing, interfering, reprogramming

it, giving it a computer virus, or shutting down its power by computer command.”“I don’t know

how it’s done,” Patrick said, “but if you guys have progressed to the point where you can hack

into a computer that controls a power grid or networks air-defense sites together and shuts

them down with the push of a button, it would be an incredibly powerful weapon. Maybe it will

replace bombers someday—but I wouldn’t recommend replacing the bomber fleet with

computers or aircrews with hackers.”
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